
Homework Q1W2:  Practice “The A Song” and “Dragonflies”.  Clap and count, clap and say note, chin play, and play –

minimum of 2 times each for each song.  Focus on proper posture of body, mouth, fingers and proper playing.  

Example using “The A Song”

Clap and Count:
Clap a steady beat.  Count each beat along with the each clap.  The A Song has 16 beats total, and each measure has 4 beats. The 
last three measures have 1 half note each, beginning on beat 3 and lasting through beat 4, so only beat 3 should be vocally 
counted and should be held vocally for two beats.  Below is the correct vocalization.
| 1, 2, 3, 4 | 1, 2, 3-- | 1, 2, 3-- | 1, 2, 3-- |  

Clap and Vocalize Note:
Same principle as above, except instead of counting the beats, say each note while clapping the beat.  The last three measures 
have a half note falling on beat 3.  So, the A should be held through beats 3 and 4 in those measures.
| A, A, A, A | A, A, A-- | A, A, A-- | A, A, A-- |

Chin Play:
Hold the recorder properly:  left hand on top; right hand on bottom.  To play note A, the left thumb should completely cover the
thumb hole on the back of the instrument.  The left pointer should completely cover the top hole on the front (Hole1).  The left
middle finger should completely cover the next hole below Hole1 (Hole2).  The right thumb should be on the back of the 
instrument, approximately in the center of the front holes.  Other fingers should hover over the other holes on the front of the
instrument.  (The left pinky does not have a hole.)  
To chin play hold the recorder against the chin.  Vocalize the notes while moving fingers to play them.  In “The A Song”, the note 
does not change, so no finger movement is necessary.  Below is the correct vocalization.  
| A, A, A, A | A, A, A-- | A, A, A-- | A, A, A-- |

Play Song:
Hold the recorder in the same manner and fingering as Chin Playing above.  Recorder should be placed in mouth so that it rests 
just in front of the teeth.  To play a note, say “d” or “du”.  This same sound should be made to separate notes while playing
(called “tonguing”).
Play “The A Song” while reading the music.  


